The paper presents the dynamic response of annular three-layered plate subjected to loads variable in time. The plate is loaded in the plane of outer layers. The plate core has the electrorheological properties expressed by the Bingham body model. The dynamic stability loss of plate with elastic core is determined by the critical state parameters, particularly by the critical stresses. Numerous numerical observations show the influence of the values of viscosity constant and critical shear stresses, being the Bingham body parameters, on the supercritical viscous fluid plate behaviour. The problem has been solved analytically and numerically using the orthogonalization method and finite difference method. The solution includes both axisymmetric and asymmetric plate dynamic modes.
INTRODUCTION
The loss of plate dynamic stability is one of the basic problems in dynamics, which has the theoretical, cognitive and practical, engineering meaning. The evaluation of dynamic instability phenomenon of plate element is strictly connected with its material and geometrical properties. It depends on loading characteristic and accepted criterion of the loss of plate stability. This problem is the complex task both in description of the mathematical formulation and in the process of numerical solution. Complexity of problem and its important practical meaning are the reasons of its scientific current affairs.
The dynamic stability analyses of annular plates with layered structure are subjects of many papers [1] - [5] . The examinations of dynamic stability of such peculiar element like annular shape of plate and complex three-layered structure with the rheological properties of plate layer do not enable to formulate the general evaluations of analysed phenomenon but rather practical remarks for this plate example. Peculiarity of this issue and possible wide range of applications, for example, in aerospace industry, mechanical and nuclear engineering, became the reason of the investigative interest in this work.
In papers [6] , [7] the problem of the response of annular plate with symmetrical, cross-sectional structure composed of three layers with the elastic or viscoelastic core has been presented in detail. The way of analytical and numerical solution based on approximation methods (orthogonalization and finite difference) has been presented. Additionally, in works [6] , [8] , [9] many numerical analyses using finite element method in ABAQUS system have been presented. It should be noted that presented analytical and numerical solution is general and enables the evaluation of the plate critical state for both axisymmetrical and asymmetrical buckling modes.
Results presented in works [6] , [9] , [10] for plate structure with viscoelastic core modelled with threeparameter standard model show rather small influence of viscous properties of core material on the plate critical parameters. Meaningful is a very short time passing to the moment of the loss of plate stability and rather high value of viscosity constant of standard core material. The observations showed the changes in dynamic plate behaviour for lower values of core viscosity constant for which its properties change from solid body to viscous fluid.
The known, natural phenomenon of such change is the electrorheological effect, also called the Winslow effect [11] . This rheological behaviour is controlled by the electrical field strength. It concerns some dielectric materials [12] . Approximation of this phenomenon by the Bingham plastic model assumed in description of the core material enables to conduct new evaluation process of plate dynamic behaviour. The dynamic sensitivity of plate structure to different values of Bingham model parameters and the analysis of critical and supercritical behaviour could be investigated. Observations and the obtained results indicate that controlling of plate dynamic work is possible. It has a practical importance. The investigations of dynamic behaviours of sandwich annular plates with electrorheological fluid core are presented in works by Yeh [13] , [14] . The analyses of free vibrations of isotropic plates [13] and dynamic stability of orthotropic plates [14] concern the full-coverage annular plate. The results show the possibility of active dynamic control.
To the author's knowledge, the current work contains new approach to the dynamic problem of plate loaded in the plane of facings with forces varying in time and plate structure with changeable core material properties from elastic solid body to viscous fluid. The final results obtained in exemplary analyses of the plates show the effectiveness of solution to the problem and the active response of plate with core made of material of various properties.
PROBLEM FORMULATION
Subject of the analysis is the three-layered annular plate. The plate is composed of thin, elastic facings and the core with electrorheological properties. Plate is loaded on facings with the stress uniformly distributed on perimeter increasing in time according to the linear formula:
where: p -compressive stress, s -rate of loading growth, t -time. The plate edges are slidably clamped. The schematics of the plate is shown in Fig. 1 . The loading of preliminarily deflected plate acting in facings plane causes the increase in plate dynamic deflections. In the area of strongly increasing deflections the plate loses its dynamic stability. In the evaluation of critical values of deflections, time and load the criterion of the loss of plate dynamic stability presented in work [15] by Volmir was adopted. According to this criterion, the loss of plate stability occurs at the moment of time when the speed of the plate's point of maximum deflection reaches the first maximum value.
The influence of electrorheological properties of plate's core material on dynamic behaviour was examined in the range of critical parameters of plate work. At the moment of time (marked as t cr ), which expresses the loss of plate dynamic stability, the change of core material behaviour occurs from the properties of linear, elastic body to properties of linear, viscous fluidsuspension. This way the damping effect of supercritical dynamic response of loaded plate could be realized. The possibility of some limitation of the range of examined plate work enables the control and monitoring of plate behaviour aiming, for example, for safe application of plate construction element in the area of supercritical and critical loads.
The influence of the parameters of plate material model, particularly viscosity constant of rheological form of core material and the range of shear stress values in core Bingham model on the final results in the area of possible supercritical plate work was subjected to the detailed analysis. The static value of shear stress in the equation of Bingham body (Eq. (6)) has been accepted as equal to values of critical radial and circumferential stresses calculated at the moment of the loss of plate dynamic stability.
In the problem solution and detailed analyses both axisymmetric and circumferentially waved forms of plate buckling have been considered. The classical theory of sandwich plates with the broken line hypothesis [16] has been used. The distribution of stresses to normal and shear loading on plate facings and core has been accepted, respectively. The nonlinear geometric relations expressed by Kármán's equations describe the deformation of facings. The preliminary deflections and additional deflections increasing in loading time are equal for each plate layer.
BASIC EQUATIONS
The main elements of the solution based on the one presented in work [6] , are the following: 
where: 
where:
 are the shearing strains of plate core in radial and circumferential direction, respectively, expressed by:
are the radial and circumferential displacements of the points in the z distance between the point and the middle surface of plate core, u 2 , v 2 -displacements of the points of the middle plane of core layer in the radial and circumferential direction, respectively, G 2 -Kirchhoff's modulus. Physical relations of Bingham body core material are expressed by equations [11] , [12] :
 -plastic viscosity constant, facings using the equations of the nonlinear Kár-mán's plate; e) formulation of the resultant transverse radial Q r and circumferential Q  forces using the core transverse forces Q r2 , Q 2 expressed by the formulas
in the following form:
,  -differences of radial (u 3 -u 1 ) and circumferential (v 3 -v 1 ) displacements of the points in middle surfaces of facings, respectively,
for the elastic core,
for electrorheological core material.
The resultant forces Q r , Q  as the sums of the individual layer forces
found based upon the equilibrium equations have the following form:
where: Kirchhoff's moduli and Poisson's ratio of the facings material, respectively, f) formulation of the resultant membrane forces expressed by the introduced stress function ; g) determination of the initial loading and boundary conditions and connected with the slidably clamped both inner and outer plate edges: 
 -stress function,
,  2 -facing and core mass density, respectively.
PROBLEM SOLUTION
The quantities  and , unknown in equation (11) 
In the solution the following dimensionless quantities and the expressions have been accepted [7] , [17] :
r 0 -outer radius, m -number of circumferential waves corresponding to the form of plate buckling, h = h 1 + h 2 + h 3 -total thickness of plate, p cr -critical, static stress,
The assumed form of predeflection  0 -Eqs. (14) -is expressed by the following formulas presented by Trombski and Wojciech [17] :
where: Using the orthogonalization method to eliminate the angular variable , the Eq. (11) has been replaced by the approximate one obtained from the following condition:
where  -is the difference of the left and right side of the transformed Eq. (11). Using the physical relations, relations of sectional forces and moments in facings with stresses and equations of resultant membrane forces expressed by the introduced stress function after the elimination of the quantities described by the sums of the radial (u 1 + u 3 ) and circumferential (v 1 + v 3 ) facing displacements the following equation has been obtained:
. (18) After the insertion of the Equations (14), (15) describing the nondimensional expressions of functions w, w 0 ,  and after the comparison of the expressions by the same trigonometric functions, the Equation (18) has been presented in the form of the three equations.
In the solution, the finite difference method has been used for approximation of the derivatives with respect to  by the central differences in the discrete points. The form of the system of differential equations expressing the deflections of three-layered, annular plate with electrorheological core is as follows:
, (27) where:
Q E -vector of elements expressed as:
-vectors and their derivatives with respect to time t of plate additional deflections and components 
-vectors of expressions and their derivatives with respect to time t, which are composed of the initial and additional deflections,
NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
The plate cases loaded on inner or outer edges have been subjected to numerical investigations. The linear, quickly increasing load which acts on plate edge is expressed by the Eq. for plate with electrorheological properties of core material (described as el-rh core) have been shown. For electrorheological material the level of their value depends on the rate of electrical field strength. The changes of values of viscosity constant (Eq. (6)) do not have influence on the run of the curves describing plate deflection in true. This observations confirm the behaviour mechanism of Bingham body material [11] .
Undertaken problem is the multiparameter task. The general solution to the problem, presented in this paper, enables the quick, effective evaluation of plate response to different values of parameters describing the plate material geometry and the rate of loading growth. The influence of core thickness and geometry size of the plate on behaviour of structure were presented in work [18] .
The problem of dynamic loss of stability of the plate cannot be limited only to axisymmetrical analysis. In many cases the loss of plate stability expressed in the circumferentially waved form. Exemplary results show the behaviour of plates compressed on outer edge with axisymmetric (m = 0) and wavy (m = 7) Presented results and observations could be useful in plate structure design for suitable control of its dynamic behaviour and work field.
